Study Abroad Eligibility: Credits and Semesters on Campus

If a student transfers to Brandeis as a junior with 16 classes/64 credits, and the student wants to apply to a study abroad program, here is how to proceed.

Not Eligible for Approval Because Credit on These Programs Counts as Transfer Credit and Students Would Not Have Room for More Transfer Credits
Programs through a Provider
Brandeis in India
Summer on External Programs (Would be eligible for purpose credit only, though)

Possible, But Treated Like Extra Classes Toward Graduation and They'd Still Need 4 Semesters and 16 Classes/64 Credits on Brandeis Campus for Residency
Brandeis in Copenhagen
Brandeis in Siena
Brandeis in The Hague (Summer)

Possible Only With EXCO's Approval: Would Need to Be Very Strong Student with Excellent Rationale for Program Since Half Brandeis Courses and Half Externally Taught
If approved, spring Hague would count for a semester of Brandeis residency.
Brandeis in The Hague (Spring)